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So we have actually changed the story. Month by
month we have grown in leaps and bounds and are
now geared to grow up in many folds.

We will be completing 3 years of Womenshine
very soon...many congratulations to everyone, our
readers, our associates, and our team members
who believed in Women Shine every time.

May this New Year brings so much happiness and
best of health. 

Our January edition is ready again with the
inspiring stories of Women.  

Check on the new year resolutions and various
articles. I am sure you will love the edition.

Keep sharing your thoughts, and suggestions at
womenshinemag@gmail.com

Wishing you lots of love, light, and the best of
happiness.

Aparna Mishra
Founder-Editor, Women Shine
#Shineonwomen
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Making resolutions at the
beginning of the year is a great
way to start a fresh chapter, which
is why so many people do it. The
start of a new year often feels like
a fresh start, another chance to
break bad habits and develop new
ones. Unfortunately, more than
half of all resolutions fail, let’s
change that in 2023.

THE FOLLOWING TIPS WILL HELP YOU
IN DOING SO.

SMALL GOALS LIMIT YOUR RESOLUTIONS

 MAKE A PLAN

WHATS TRENDING
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REWARD YOURSELF

LEARN FROM THE PAST

REMEMBER THAT CHANGE IS A PROCESS

WHATS TRENDING

A global digital magazine for women, lifestyle and more...

Subscribe Now!
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DAKSHATA MAGADE

an endless journey and should be accepted as an opportunity to set out on the next adventure in this
journey.

I    enter each new year with an open heart and
open mind making room for this delightful new
journey to start. As I reflect on the year gone by and
think about the journey ahead, I hope the coming
year 2023 brings new inspirations, motivations, and
achievements as gifts of learning, growth, and
hope.
As we enter the new year, I wish this year helps me
to continue moving forward as self-improvement, is 

Honestly, I've always believed that it doesn't take a fresh new year to make a new beginning, "now" is
consistently the perfect opportunity to begin. I have a motto "Goals not resolutions", which are the
key to long-term growth and success.
My goal this year is to envision my best self and do one thing every day that will get me closer to the
purest version of myself, that will leave me with a sense of fulfillment, and will impact the world around
me positively. I wish to set healthy boundaries that help and protect my emotional well-being time and
energy. Our mindset is the most undervalued asset it plays a very significant role in determining our
life's outcomes. This perspective is helpful as it allows me to approach the dangers of the future with a
positive mindset that allows me to relish rather than fear the future. This is significant as there is
endless peace between where I am and where I need to be.
I feel we should be more connected and gentle towards ourselves and trust the process by practicing
and enjoying it all the while. I have confidence in the force of discipline, for me, consistency is far more
significant than perfection. I wish to design my next activities and act upon them with confidence and
persistence. To solidify this to a fresh new goal, I wish to set my focus on the goals that are realistic and
achievable as it's easier to leverage the process and boost motivation. Normalizing "It's OK to feel
uncertain at times", we need to still keep making mindful and intentional steps towards where we are
meant to be. It's time to reflect on what matters the most as this journey is going to be a hard one but
the most rewarding one.

New Year's ResolutionNew Year's Resolution

NEW YEAR RESOLUTION
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Unproductive days quickly harden into unproductive years if we don't sharpen our focus and prioritize
them. So yes, 2023 is going to be my year of mental and physical health practices and foreseen joyful
habits that I always want to maintain.

Founder, Bandwagon Communications

UDAYA SRI DASARI

  Each day for me is hectic, with numerous
office roles in the busy corporate life and a
long list of household responsibilities along
with the never-ending demands of kids.
Yes, our lives do not have much scope for
any physical or mental personal care. But
we often ignore the fact that it's only us
who are pushing this away. In the coming
year, I want to incorporate the resolution
of not pushing away my physical and
mental well-being. In my hustling-bustling
lifestyle of mine, I wish to practice regular
mental health by doing Yoga, meditation,
and wellness courses. In addition to that, I
feel this can only take me a long way if I
continue practising my healthy eating
habits, and making conscious food choices. 

Director of Operations, Bluevoir

SHAINA WIJ

S  trengthen mind & body by spending more
time practicing spirituality. 

NEW YEAR RESOLUTION
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DIVYA SINGH

1. Focus on a Passion, Not the Way You Look.
2. Work out to feel good, not be thinner.
3. Stop gossiping.
4. Give one compliment a day.
5. Do Random Acts of Kindness.
6. Read a book a month.
7. Go someplace you've never been.
8. Become a Volunteer.
9. Travel on a small budget.
10. Write down one thing you're grateful for
every night.
11. Drink more water.
12. Take a part of your paychecks and put it in
savings or investments.
13. Talk to yourself with kindness.
14. Call a friend instead of texting them.
15. Don't buy things you don't need.
16. Let go of a grudge.
17. Stay in touch with the people who matter.
18. Bring a plant into your home.
19. Remove negativity or anything that makes
you feel lousy.
20. Talk Less, Listen More.
21. Whatever Your Goals Are, Write Them Down.

ANURADHA

1. Focus on a Passion, Not the Way You Look.
2. Work out to feel good, not be thinner.
3. Stop gossiping.
4. Give one compliment a day.
5. Do Random Acts of Kindness.
6. Read a book a month.
7. Go someplace you've never been.
8. Become a Volunteer.
9. Travel on a small budget.
10. Write down one thing you're grateful for every
night.
11. Drink more water.
12. Take a part of your paychecks and put it in
savings or investments.
13. Talk to yourself with kindness.
14. Call a friend instead of texting them.
15. Don't buy things you don't need.
16. Let go of a grudge.
17. Stay in touch with the people who matter.
18. Bring a plant into your home.
19. Remove negativity or anything that makes you
feel lousy.
20. Talk Less, Listen More.
21. Whatever Your Goals Are, Write Them Down.

Founder Owner, Happy Hearts. 

NEW YEAR RESOLUTION
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AMRITA MALLIK

      o resolutions for me. It's easy to
create some lists but it's too difficult
to follow it throughout the year. As
soon as the hype recedes, the
motivation drops. Moreover, 365
days don't remain the same. Some
storms destroy the set-up and you
have to start again. Hence, I will
choose consistency over perfection
and motivation. I would like to focus
on building healthy habits, that
would stay with me all the time.
Moreover, they will attract good 

NEW YEAR RESOLUTION

N

vibes for me. Right now I am trying to control the urge to instantly provide my attention to everyone
and everything. Hopefully, I will imbibe it next year.
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MISSION CHANGE

The beginning & the Green Energy Foundation

MEET SHARMILA OSWAL, AMEET SHARMILA OSWAL, A
PATRIOTIC ENTREPRENEURPATRIOTIC ENTREPRENEUR

MAKING WONDERS WITHMAKING WONDERS WITH
WONDER GRAINSWONDER GRAINS
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The inspiration behind

prevention is better than cure and that it begins with healthy eating.“Today, eating organic and
naturally grown food has become a trend associated with the rich and the wealthy. As we saw
deaths due to COVID-19 and other diseases during the lockdown, making organic food
accessible felt like the need of the hour,” she mentions. This encouraged her son Shubham
Oswal to officially launch 1Organic, a marketplace for affordable and cruelty-free organic food.

1Organic: Organic food firm on a ‘health mission’
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SHOP NOW

HEY WS READERS
EXPLORE OUR 

WS MARKET-PLACE ON OUR
WEBSITE

CLICK HERE

2023: International Year of Millets
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UJJWALA
SHANKER

BEGINNING BIG JOURNEYS WITH SMALL STEPS
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The birth of Holy Shrine Incenses
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The Marketing Strategy

Major Hurdles and Challenges

COVER STORY 
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Advice for Women Entrepreneurs:

Roadmap:

The reason behind my happiness:

WHAT TRULY MAKES ME HAPPY IS EMPOWERING OTHERS.

COVER STORY 

By ADITI GUPTA
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Dermal Piercing and
Crystal Eye Makeup

Latest Fashion Trending -
Why Dermal Piercings

and Crystal Eye Makeup

Are catching the Youthful Eye
Dermal piercing unique is a form of trendy piercing today. They
are called microdermal piercings as they are single-point
piercings that lie flat against the surface of the skin. This piece
of jewelry is unique and fashionable as it does not follow the
traditional method of piercing having a separate entry point
and exit point. The method followed in this microdermal
piercing has an anchor around 6-7 millimeters long and the top
sits on the surface layer of the skin, making it appear like beads
directly under the dermis. It is a single-point piercing that is
anchored to hold tight to the surface of the skin usually with a
gemstone or a flat piece of jewelry on top.

WOMENSHINE.IN | 14
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Most times these dermal piercings sit well on various body parts and
not just one singular body part including parts such as eyes, collar
bones, back dimples, arms, hips, or chest. They are modifiable as they 

can be placed flat on the surface of the body. This is very different from a surface piercing which
would require a barbell to cut through the flesh and enter from one point and exit from another
and requires a needle insertion to create the pathway for the piercing. Dermal piercings do not
need such. These aremore like pressure piercings and heal between one to three months.
Eye makeup has decided to make its big return this year in 2022. It is all about glitter, gemstones,
sparkle, and full-on crystals dominating the makeup world. Crystal eye makeup typically focuses
on accentuating the eyes and around the eyes right from the inner corner pop to four dot eye
trends dominating all across social media. All one needs to do to follow this trend is buy the
jewels or gemstones with the tool and apply a small amount of lash glue to the backside of the
jewel.
The desired and placed jewelry needs some time it to dry, say about a few seconds, and to make
them last an entire day or even five hours, one has to ensure that an adequate and sufficient
amount of glue is placed to hold the jewelry intact. Smaller jewels and crystals are used for a
simple and subtle look whereas these are trickier and harder to apply whereas the bigger crystals
are used for a more flashy or eye-catching look. Some eye-catching spots for the crystals and
jewelry are usually the inner corner of the eyes, along the upper lash line and the lower lash line
where it is most prominent. The crystal makeup trend could look funky if placed even along the
eyebrows.
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BEAUTY & FASHION

 

 LACE

 MINI DRESSES

TAILORING 
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BEAUTY & FASHION

 

THIGH-HIGH SPLITS 

FRINGING

DENIM
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ALL THINGS BEAUTY: WITH ADITI

Step 1: Match That Body-ody-odySTEP 1: MATCH THAT BODY-ODY-ODY
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Step 1: Match That Body-ody-odySTEP 2: DON’T UNDERESTIMATE UNDERTONES

STEP 3: TEST AND ASSESS

Aditi Gupta
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HERE ARE THE TOP 5 DESTINATIONS WHERE YOU CAN TRAVEL VISA-FREE.
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 BHUTAN

NEPAL
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 BHUTSVALBARDAN

SEYCHELLES
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Ashwathi Anoopkumar
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WEAR APPROPRIATE CLOTHES AND SHOES
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USE A TREKKING POLE HAVING ENOUGH WATER AND SNACKS

MAINTAIN A STEADY PACE

BE LESS ADVENTUROUS

Ashwathi Anoopkumar
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RISHIKESH, UTTARAKHAND

BEST OFFBEAT LOCATIONS FOR
DESTINATION WEDDINGS
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     DALHOUSIE, HIMACHAL PRADESH
 

      PUSHKAR, RAJASTHAN
 

KHAJURAHO, MADHYA PRADESH
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     NAUKUCHIATAL, UTTARAKHAND
 

VISHAKHAPATNAM, ANDHRA PRADESH

    SHILLONG, MEGHALAYA
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INDUS VALLEY EXCAVATION SITE: LOTHAL, GUJRAT

HERE ARE A FEW UNKNOWN GEMS OF ANCIENT INDIA THAT YOU MUST VISIT

ART AND CULTURE
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SHETTIHALLI ROSARY CHURCH: HASSAN, KARNATAKA

CHAND BAORI: ABHANERI, RAJASTHAN

ART AND CULTURE
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ARVALEM CAVES: BICHOLIM, GOA

VEERABHADRA TEMPLE: LEPAKSHI, ANDHRA PRADESH

ART AND CULTURE
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Ashwathi Anoopkumar

ART AND CULTURE
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RIGHT ATTITUDE

DON’T FORCE:

LIFESTYLE
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MUTUAL TRUST

PROOF OF LOVE:

EXPRESS YOUR LOVE:

FACING THE PROBLEMS:

LIFESTYLE
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DON’T PLAY THE BLAME GAME:

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT OF A PERSON:

IN THE WRONG RELATIONSHIP:

EMOTIONAL STABLE:

A FRAGILE RELATIONSHIP:

LIFESTYLE
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JEALOUSY AND FAITH:

GIVE PERSONAL SPACE:

LIES:

LOVE:

LOVE IS POWERFUL:

Shared by: Dr Ashutosh Srivastava

LIFESTYLE
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Latest Floral
Design Trends

Floral design trends keep changing and
getting different and better each year. This
year in 2022 too we have seen various
floral trends dominating the market and
have also been going viral on social media
drawing more attention to the kind of
flower placements and arrangements
around the house. The floriculture trend in
2022 has seen brighter and bolder colors
returning to the forefront. It has also
become part of the theme this year, “
Pantone Colour of the Year 2022”, along
with blues, greens and pinks joining the
team of colors for flowers. Latest floral
designs have been following the
sustainable path and elimination of floral
foam and usage of sustainable packaging
materials are the new trends that have
picked up largely. 

Floral arrangements adorning the more
“organic” and “undone” looks rather than
the usual systematic arrangement of
standard bouquets and flowers. The plant
structures use organic plant material. Usage
of dried and preserved flowers too seems to
be making a comeback. When the bouquets
are arranged in a monochromatic manner,
texture is very important and is a critical
element. In terms of sustainability and
textual interest, dried and preserved
flowers requirecomparatively less
maintenance and are long lasting. These
days, floral designers and designers in
general have been trying to keep up with
the minimalist trend since this type of
sophistication is more soothing to the eye.
Asymmetric arrangements with emphasis
on texture from the dried flowers. Neutral
bohemian inspired flowers are also in trend
since they are fighting into any given
interior space like the dining room, living
room and bedroom. They are very boho chic
and are long lasting providing the aesthetic
minimalist trend that most people are
currently attracted towards. People now
want neutral palettes, interesting and
unconventional designs like for instance
brown flowers. Popular colors that are
trending now are heath, castalina, hazel,
sunburst, queen protea, peonies, roses and
morello. Layering flowers is part of the new
trend and brides too seem to be opting for
deeper saturated flower bouquets instead
of the traditional pastels. Brides in 2022 are
using more flowers like - roses, carnations,
chrysanthemums which are all easily
available and are eye-catching whilst
walking down the aisle.

By Sahana Sridhar
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 This month is all about having
fun and more fun but don’t get
over-indulged in fun that it
becomes an addiction. Enjoy life
to the fullest but within the
limits and that limit can be
defined only by you. Watch out
for any addiction or new habit
forming this month as it can
decide your life ahead. Keep an
eye on your legs area and if
injured, give it the rest it needs.

January is all about discipline and balancing out.
No. 1 people need to balance out their work-life
balance, physical-mental-emotional balance,
spiritual-material balance, and at every arena of
their lives. You need to watch your health with
special focus on your back and spinal region.

NUMBER 2 
 January is a month for you to relax and take backseat so that you can have
broader picture and not only that but you need to let go off that emotional
baggage which you have been carrying with yourself since a long time and if
you are not ready to let it go, be ready to face the wrath of the nature, which
will force you to take the much-needed break. Watch out for blood circulation
and hormonals issue.

NUMBER 3
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So, the spiritual leader, are you
feeling confused as to what went
suddenly wrong in 2022 and
doubting yourself? Then, it’s time
that you will get answers to all
your questions that were raised in
2022, just be on the “active mode”
and don’t let your boredom absorb
you. Keep a close watch on any
major or long-timed headaches as
it could be a sign of third eye
opening and your resistance
towards it.

 Come out of your own box this month and feel the cool breeze blowing around
you. Life is amazing outside. It’s good to let your guards down for sometime and
it won’t harm you much, if you take some time off from your mind and let your
heart take the driving seat. Watch out for any stomach related issues.

NUMBER 5

An explorer by nature, keep up the spree and look
for further opportunities to explore anything you
wanted to explore but couldn’t explore until now.
The time and zone are all yours and keep on moving
with open hands. Universe is working with you and
for you. Just think and it will be served. Be ready to
experience the life to it’s fullest. Just watch out for
your Stomach and abdomenarea.

NUMBER 6 
 Someone has rightly said that
responsibility comes to only those
who are ready to take the
responsibility and you are an
example of a over-responsible
person but don’t drain yourself
out for being responsible towards
others as you need to be
responsible for yourself as well, as
more responsibilities coming your
way but be sure to keep some
“me-time” for yourself. Keep an
eye on your shoulders are.

NUMBER 7

NUMBER 4
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NUMBER 8
The material world is a
beautiful world with all
the luxury it gives but is it
the final goal?
Are you happy with the
success you have
achieved? Are you on the
right track? It’s time to get
answers to all these
questions which you
might have been
encountering over some
time now.

NUMBER 9 

So finally, we come to the
emotionalists whose mind is in their
heart and even if you take any
decision from your mind, you
instantly start to regret it. So, guys
it’s your month as you will meet and
come across like-minded people and
who will not only make this world a
better place for you but will also
build up confidence in yourself, so
that you don’t remain aloof from
others. Just be yourself. Watch for
any pain in ears and/or throat.

 Explore the opportunities you may come across which may help you get answers
to all these as this is the time for you to awaken your inner spiritual self and
align both spiritual and material world. Just watch out for any eye or vision
related issues
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Chef Sandhya Singh Moga
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 TINNED FISH REVOLUTION

AUTHENTIC TOUCH 
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https://womenshine.in/navigating-food-trends-for-2023/
https://womenshine.in/navigating-food-trends-for-2023/


NOSTALGIC EATS

 PASTA ALTERNATIVES

DATES AGAIN

By Sahana Sridhar
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TASTE BUDS 

https://womenshine.in/navigating-food-trends-for-2023/
https://womenshine.in/navigating-food-trends-for-2023/


TOP 5 CITIES FOR
FOODIE TOURISTS

HERE ARE THE TOP 5 CITIES OF INDIA FOR THE ‘FOODIES’.

DELHI

TASTE BUDS
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https://womenshine.in/food-tourism-top-5-cities-for-foodie-tourists/


MUMBAI

GANGTOK

LUCKNOW

TASTE BUDS
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https://womenshine.in/food-tourism-top-5-cities-for-foodie-tourists/


JAIPUR

Ashwathi Anoopkumar

TASTE BUDS
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WOMENSHINE.IN

@womenshinemag
A global digital magazine for women, lifestyle and more...

Subscribe Now!

WOMENSHINE.IN

https://womenshine.in/food-tourism-top-5-cities-for-foodie-tourists/


 MONEY GAME

ON BEAUTY DUTY

WHISPERING THOUGHTS
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https://womenshine.in/money-game/


Ajeeta Srivastava 
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WHISPERING THOUGHTS

#shiningwomen

https://womenshine.in/money-game/
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DIL SE

https://womenshine.in/%e0%a4%a8%e0%a4%b5-%e0%a4%b5%e0%a4%b0%e0%a5%8d%e0%a4%b7-%e0%a4%95%e0%a5%87-%e0%a4%b2%e0%a4%bf%e0%a4%af%e0%a5%87-%e0%a4%b8%e0%a4%82%e0%a4%95%e0%a4%b2%e0%a5%8d%e0%a4%aa-%e0%a4%b2%e0%a5%87%e0%a4%82/


 

इस तरह से आप नय ेवष� म� अपन े�लय ेकुछ संक�प �नधा��रत करके �वा� म� सुधार करके जीवन म� सुख शां�त �ा�त कर सकत ेह� .
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DIL SE

प�ा अ�वाल

https://womenshine.in/%e0%a4%a8%e0%a4%b5-%e0%a4%b5%e0%a4%b0%e0%a5%8d%e0%a4%b7-%e0%a4%95%e0%a5%87-%e0%a4%b2%e0%a4%bf%e0%a4%af%e0%a5%87-%e0%a4%b8%e0%a4%82%e0%a4%95%e0%a4%b2%e0%a5%8d%e0%a4%aa-%e0%a4%b2%e0%a5%87%e0%a4%82/


JASHN -A -JASHN -A -
AAZADIAAZADI
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DIL SE

By Tanuja

https://womenshine.in/jashn-a-aazadi/


 Ashwika Saggar Calligraphy
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UNBOX TALENT

Introduction: Hello everyone! I'm Ashwika Saggar. I study in class 10 and am very fond of
reading books. Besides this, I really like to play basketball and do my all-time favourite
hobby which is calligraphy. I am a big fan of Harry Potter books and can read them
forever. I make some calligraphy cards in my free time. I am also good at studies and
manage to get good grades. 

Ashwika saggar

#shiningwomen



See you in the next edition


